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Beyond Run Ib the schedule fluctuates wildly. Both DO and CDF have substan- 
tial upgrades in progress, driven partly by the increased luminosity and by a change in 
the bunch spacing from 3.5 microseconds to 132 nanoseconds. These changes require 
substantial changes in the CDF calorimeters and front-end and trigger electronics, 
as well as increased capability in tracking. Budget limitations for these (modest) 
upgrades to the two detectors may mean that the world’s highest energy accelerator 
can not run in 1995, and the schedule for completion of the detector upgrades is 
uncertain. 

2 W and 2 production, R, and the W width 

The measured cross-sections times branching ratio for W and 2 production are shown 
in Figure 3 versus fi 13, 41. Also shown are theoretical predictions using the MRS 

0: and D’_ parton distribution functions IS]. The agreement is quite good, although 
the predictions now sit slightly high compared t.o the data. For fun, also shown are 
the theoretical predictions from 1985 [6], h s owing how the situation has changed from 
that time, when the predictions were quite low with respect to the measurements. The 
changes have been: 1) the measured value of the W mass has gone down from 83 GeV 
to 80 GeV [7], leading to an increase of approximately 10% in the predicted cross- 
section; 2) the branching ratio for W * + e*y has changed from approximately l/12 to 
l/9 as we now know from the CDF limit that the top quark channel is closed to the W 
decay as long as the top decays according to the Standard Model; 3) the cross-sections 
can now be calculated to NNLO; 4) the parton distribution functions have increased 
at low values of x; and 5) the charm contribution has increased. The limitation in 
the cross-section measurement is now the uncertainty in the determination of the 
luminosity. 

One can extract the width of the W, Tw, from the ratio of the W and 2 
cross-sections times branching ratios, using the method of Cabibbo [8] and Halzen 
and Mursula 191. The idea is to compare the ratio of observed W’ + e*, decays to 
observed Zs + e+e- decays. The ratio, R, can be expressed as: 

R= 
o(W -t ev) = o(fi -9 WX) r(W -( ev) r(P) 

~(27 + c+e-) o(jip + 20X) qzo + e+e-)r(w)’ (1) 

From R, either the ratio of total widths r(Z’)/r(w) or the branching ratio for W 
into electrons can be extracted with the predicted value for the ratio of production 
cross sections, the measured partial and total widths of the Z”, and the predicted 
partial widths of the W. 

The analysis is based on the same principle as our previous analyses of R [4, lo]: 
we select a ‘good’ electron in the central detector where the electron identification is 
very robust, and then select both the W and Z samples as subsets of this inclusive 
central electron sample. In this method both the W and Z samples share the common 
first electron leg, and consequently many of the systematic uncertainties involving 
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electron identification efficiencies and trigger efficiencies cancel. The inclusive sample 
is selected with electron identification cuts that differ only very slightly from the 
cuts in our previous publications[ll]. Figure 4 shows the ET spectrum of inclusive 
electrons at this stage of selection. The Jacobian peak from the W and the Z is 
prominent. 

From the inclusive sample W candidates are selected by an additional single 
requirement, that there be greater than 20 GeV of missing & in the event. We select 
Z candidates by requiring a second electromagnetic isolated cluster in the event which 
makes an invariant mass with the first electron in the range 65 GeV/c* < M,, < 115 GeV/2 
In addition both W and Z events are required to have the event vertex within 60 cm 
of the interaction point along the beam (z) direction. In 18.4 pb-’ there are 30507 
inclusive central electrons, 10991 W* ---) e*u candidates, and 1053 Z” -+ e+e- can- 
didates. Of the Z” candidates, 41% are central-central, 49% are central-plug, and 
10% are central-forward [12]. The transverse mass spectrum for the W candidates 
is shown in Figure 5; the invariant mass spectrum for the Z candidates is shown in 
Figure 6. 

The W and 2 samples are corrected for background, acceptance, and lepton 
identification efficiency. The corrections are listed in the table of Figure 7. We note 
only that both the acceptances and the efficiencies for the W and Z are very similar, 
with Aw/Az = 0.908 f 0.015, and cw/cz = 1.025 f 0.012. The backgrounds in this 
preliminary analysis will be reduced in the final analysis. 

The preliminary result for R is: 

R = 10.65 f 0.36(siat.) l 0.27(sys.). (2) 

We emphasize that the number is preliminary; more work is being done on the back- 
ground subtractions, the acceptances and the efficiencies. In addition, the last few 
pb-’ of data are being added to the data set. 

Using a predicted value for the ratio of the W and Z production cross-sections 
u(Fp + WX)/a(pp -+ ZOX) = 3.33 f 0.03 [13], and the theoretical value for I$$$$ 
of 2.696 f 0.018 [14], we find: 

rtm - = 0.819 f 0.033 
vv 

Using the LEP value for I(Z”) of 2.492 f 0.007 GeV [15] we then find 

r(W) = 2.033 f O.O69(stat.) f O.O5i(sys.)GeV (4) 

Then using the value from LEP for I(Z’ -+ e+e-) = 83.7 f 0.07 MeV we get 

r(W -+ ev)/r(W) = 0.1100 f o.o036(stot.) f o.o031(~y~.) (5) 

This preliminary value is compared to previous measurements and to the Stan- 
dard Model prediction in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Comparison of measurements of the W width 

Who Mode Reference W width 
CDF e PRL 64,152 (1990) r(W) = 2.20 f 0.16 GeV 
CDF p PRL 69,128 (1991) r(W) = 2.21 f 0.27 GeV 
UAl P Phys. Lett. 9253,503 (1991) P(W) = 2.19 f 0.30 GeV 
UA2 e Phys. Lett. 9276,365 (1991) r(W) = 2.10 f 0.16 GeV 
CDF e Preliminary 1993 I-(W) = 2.033 f 0.09 GeV 
St. Mod. e,n Ref. [IS] r(W) = 2.067 f o.o?l GeV 

This measurement of the branching ratio is sensitive to new decay modes of 
the W, e.g. the W decaying into tg. Although CDF has set a limit on the top quark 
mass of 108 GeV/c?, this limit assumes that the top quark decays via the Standard 
Model decay modes. If, however, the top decays into some other channel, for example 
t -+ H+b, the limit from the direct search can be evaded. But provided the W couples 
to t& in the normal fashion the measurement of the branching ratio sets a decay-mode 
independent limit on the top quark mass. 

The predicted dependence of the branching ratio on the top quark mass is 
shown in Figure 8, where the inverse of the branching ratio, T(fV)/P(kV --t ev) is 
plotted versus top mass (the inverse has uncertainties that are more Gaussian). Both 
the l-o and 95% C.L limits from our new measurement are plotted. The result is a 
decay-mode independent limit on the top mass of A!,,,, > 62 Gel//c?, 95% C.L.. 

CDF has previously measured these same quantities in the muon channel as 
well [17]. The present muon analysis is well underway, although at this short inter- 
val after the run there is not yet a preliminary number for R. Figure 9 shows the 
W* + p*v transverse mass distribution for central muons with pT > 20 GeV/c and 
& > 20 Gel/. Figure 10 shows the invariant mass distribution for dimuon events 
where both muons have pr > 20 GeV/c. 

How well can we do in the future with this method? The past measurements 
have been limited largely by the statistics on the number of Z” + e+e- events. Figure 
11 shows the contributions to the uncertainty for the 1988-89 analysis and for this 
present analysis. Also shown is a guess for how well one could do in Run Ib. One 
can see that theoretical uncertainties such as the dependence on the parton distribu- 
tion functions (PDF’s) will become comparable to the statistical error. However at 
the same time we will be able to make better measurements of the PDF’s through 
measurements of related quantities such as the W forward-backward asymmetry, low 
mass Drell-Yan production, and perhaps charm production (to get at the charm con- 
tribution). 

To make the above argument quantitative it would be very useful to have a 
table of the derivatives (dependences) of the measured quantities (Drell-Yan, R, W 
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asymmetry, etc.) versus the theoretical quantities that are uncertain (the rid ratio, 
the gluon behavior at low x, the charm PDF, etc.). Then as DO and CDF make 
improvements in the measurements &he contributions from the PDF uncertainties to 
the other analyses will be easier to track. 

3 The Forward/Backward Charge Asymmetry in 
W decay 

In pp collisions at 6 = 1.8 Tel/ approximately 85% of the W bosons are produced 
in valence-valence or valence-sea collisions (181 of the type 

u+d-+ w+ c+d-+ W- (6) 

The W+ is thus boosted on average in the proton direction, and the W- is boosted 
on average in the anti-proton direction. This is one source of a forward-backward 
charge asymmetry. 

A second, competing (in sign) source is the V-A decay of the W. The V-A 
decay gives a lepton distribution of 

dco$e.) = (1 - cos(e’)) 

which tosses the lepton backward (i.e. a positron from W+ decay gets pushed away 
from the proton direction.) 

The relative size of these two competing effects in the asymmetry is dependent 
on the selection cuts, as well as fi. For our cuts, which select electrons at high pT 
(and hence preferentially select decays in which the lept.on emerges at 90” from the 
beam directions), and at fi = 1.8 TeV, the production effect is dominant, and so 
one sees more positrons in the proton direction. The measurement is in fact not very 
sensitive as a test of V-A, given the uncertainties in the PDF’s, 

Figure 12 shows the W transverse mass distributions for both central (]n] < 
1.0) and plug (1.1 < ]v] < 2.4) electrons. Figure 13 shows the fraction of events 
with the sign of the charge (i.e. e+ or e-) of the electron determined by the tracking 
chamber versus the rapidity of the electron. For this measurement, where the sign is 
all important, the maximum rapidity is restricted to ]n] < 1.7 

Figure 14 shows new preliminary results on the charge asymmetry versus lep 
ton rapidity. In Figure 14a the data from the central electron measurement, the plug 
electron measurement, and the central muon measurement are shown separately. In 
Figure 14b the results of the three measurements are combined. We also show the 
predictions of recent structure functions, and one not-so-recent (MRSE) just to find 
something that doesn’t fit very well. The agreement with MRSDO, for example, is 
very good. 
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4 Drell-Yan Production at low x 

The results on low mass Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs from the 1988.1989 run 
have now become final [19]. The interest is that we can reach relat,ively low values of 
z while still at fairly large values of Q’. For example, since 1lz2 = ml/s, at a mass 
of m = 10 GeV/cz and s = (1800)7 GeV*, a typical value of I is 0.006. 

The measured dilepton mass spectrum has three components: 

1. Drell-Yan (the signal) 
2. Heavy Flavor-Leptons from b and c decay (mostly b’s) 
3. ‘Junk’- Decay-in-flight, misidentified hadrons... 

The analysis untangles the three by using ee, PP, and ep samples of opposite-sign 
and same-sign lepton pairs.. Component l1 ‘Junk , ’ is measured to be sign-symmetric. 
Component 2, ‘Heavy Flavor’, contributes to ep only. LVe thus subtract the same sign 
from the opposite sign pairs, getting rid of the ‘Junk’ contribution, and then subtract 
off the same-sign subtracted e-p pairs to get rid of the heavy flavor contribution. The 
reader is directed to Ref [19] for details. 

Figure 15 shows the dilepton invariant mass spectrum @a/dMdy in pb per 
GeV versus the invariant mass of the lepton pair. One sees the falling Drell-Yan 
spectrum, and the prominent peak at the 2. 

The quantity #a/dMdy has dimensions of l/Ma, and so M3 times @a/dMdy 
should be flat except for scale-breaking. This quantity is shown in Figure 16, along 
with predictions using recent parton distributions. 

We conclude that the more recent parton distributions are in better agreement 
with the measured numbers, which sit a little higher than than the old predictions. 
The measurements can be improved with the new data that we have collected, but 
this is a hard measurement, as the cross-sections are small. and the trigger thresholds 
need to be well understood to calculate the efficiency. 

5 The W Mass Measurement 

For a naive experimentalist like myself, testing the consistency of the electroweak 
sector of the Standard Model largely reduces to a counting of parameters and of 
measured quantities. At tree-level the model has three parameters that determine 
the W and Z masses. Ignoring radiative corrections, both masses are proportional to 
the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field < v >: 

and 
M,+~<v>, (9) 
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where 9 is the coupling constant of the SLI(Z), isotriplet bosons W+,-t’ to the left- 
handed weak currents and g’ is the coupling for the U(1) of the isosinglet B to the 
hypercharge current. 

Radiative corrections change these predictions for the W and Z masses. The 
top mass enters (quadratically) through a self-energy loop diagram for the W where 
the W couples to a virtual t& pair. The Z has a similar diagram for a ti. The 
contributions of these diagrams increase with top mass as mf/mL. One ran thus put 
an upper limit on the top mass from a comparison of 0~ measured from the W and 
2 masses and from low energy determinations of the couplings from measurements of 
neutrino scattering, Q, and GFermi, or measurements of the g and g’ couplings directly 
from the properties of the Z. A similar limit applies to new heavy generations of quarks 
provided the ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ quarks are very different in mass as in the top and 
bottom cases. The Higgs mass contributes to the W and Z masses through loop 
corrections as well, but logarit,hmically. 

There are thus 5 electroweak parameters that dominate the observed masses 
and couplings: g, 91, < v >, Mtop, and AfHissr. There are three related electroweak 
quantities that are precisely measured, o, Gf, and Mz. The precise measurement 
of two more, e.g. Mw and Mtop to pick two that are accessible to the Collider 
and which are not degenerate with the others, would fully constrain the model and 
therefore predict MH+~,. Figure 17 shows the allowed region in the Mw-MtOs plane 
from the LEP Z mass constraint [20]. Also shown are the excluded region derived 
from the CDF limit on the top mass [21], and the l-a limits on the Wmass from UA2 
and CDF[7]. 

The dependence on the Higgs mass is logarithmic, and hence hard to measure. 
For a top mass around 160 CeV, for example, changing the Higgs mass from 100 to 
1000 GeV results in a change of 20 GeV in the predicted top mass (holding the W 
mass fixed), and a change of about 125 MeV in the predicted W mass (holding the 
top mass fixed). One should note that measuring the top mass to better than this 
range may be easier than a similar measurement for the W mess. 

At present the W mass is known to 270 MeV from the measurement of Mw = 
80.35 f 0.37 GeV by UA2 and the measurement of Mw = 79.91 f 0.39 Get’ by 
CDF[7). The world average is then Mw = 80.14 f 0.27 GeV 

The analysis of the data from the 1992-93 run is well underway. There is 
approximately 5 times the data as from the 1988-89 run. The detailed calibration of 
the detector, which is one of the crucial ingredients of the measurement, is close to 
completion. The calibration of the electromagnetic calorimeter is done in situ using 
the measured momentum of electrons above 9 GeV to balance the electromagnetic 
towers of the calorimeter, and using the momentum of electrons from W decay for 
the overall caljbration. We are thus using the magnetic spectrometer to calibrate 
the calorimeter in an absolute fashion. Figure 18 shows the spectrum in E/p, where 
E is the calorimeter response and p is the measured momentum from the track, for 
electrons from W decay. Also shown is the prediction from a Monte Carlo that 
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includes radiation. The radiative tail matches the data well. Figure 19 shows the 
reconstructed Z peak and the Monte Carlo prediction. I would like to emphasize that 
the 2 mass peak is not used in the normalization of the W mass, but is used only as 
a check; this is thus not a measurement of Xfrv over Mz, but of Mw. As long as CDF 
is in this regime where the statistics dominate both the statistical and systematic 
errors we do better with the direct measurement than by normalizing to the 2 mass 
due to the limited statistics on the Z. 

How well will we be able to do on the W mass measurement in the future? 
The previous CDF measurements were statistics limited, in that the systematic un- 
certainty was itself limited by the statistics. For example, the measurement of the 
mean ~+,,,,,,,,~r, the component along the lepton direction of the transverse energy re- 
coiling against the W, improves as the root of the number of events. Because the 
transverse mass of the W is approximated (for ~l~,,,.~~~~/Ptrv << 1) by 

MT = 2Pyon + Up.,&,, 

the statistical uncertainty on determining the center of the uporo,,.r distribution enters 
directly into the systematic uncertainty on the mass. 

We are at present therefore in the regime where the overall uncertainty on 
the W mass scales approximately as the square root of the number of events. One 
can thus define a figure of merit for a given detector that characterizes the power 
of the measurement. One such (crude- not all events have equal weight in the mass 
measurement) figure of merit is the number of W events per pb-’ used in the mea- 
surement. Another measure is statistical error times the square root of the number 
of events: this characterizes the power per event. Finally, the statistical error times 
the square root of the integrated luminosity characterizes both the acceptance (and 
in the case of UA2, the production cross-section) and the resolution. Table 2 shows 
these measures for both the published UA2 and CDF measurements. and shows the 
number of events that have been presented in preliminary fashion by DO and CDF 
for the new data. The last entries are very recent, and consequently there are many 
blanks to be filled in. 

At present all uncertainties in the CDF measurement are still scaling approxi- 
mately with the inverseof thesquare root of the luminosity (i.e. statistics). Figure 20 
shows the uncertainty on the W mass ij this dependence continues. Figure 21 shows 
the breakdown of the uncertainties from the 1988-89 analysis. The big contributions 
to the systematic uncertainty are in the categories of Parallel Balance and Resolu- 
tion and W Pt, each of which is measured from the data, and whose contributions 
will decrease with statistics. After Run Ib, for which the goal is 75 pb-‘, if no new 
systematic uncertainties appear one could hope for an overall uncertainty on Mrv of 
close to 100 MeV. Below this level the ultimate sensitivity is unknown: the number 
of 50 MeV is bandied about, but cannot yet be taken seriously as either possible or 
impossible. However if both DO and CDF could reach the 50 MeV level with 1 fb-r, 
the combined number from Fermilab would reach 35 MeV. One can compare this 
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Table 2: Comparison of existing measurements of the W mass 

Who I L Em ~stot 0.p ~fOl ~.lOf x JL @dOf x JEa Eo/pb-’ 

fi-’ MeV MeV hleV M~V/(JA)-‘/~ GeV lpb-’ 
CDF e 4.4 1130 350 240 465 692 11.8 k 0.4 257 
CDF /J 3.9 592 530 315 620 1046 12.9 f 0.5 152 
UA2 e 13.0 2065 330 170 370 1190 15.0 * 0.3 159 

1992.1993 Results 
DO e 14.8 8182 553 
CDF e 19 6974 367 
CDF /A 21 5650 269 

with projections for LEP200 assuming a beam energy of 88 GeV and an integrated 
luminosity of 500 pb-‘, which could occur in 1998 after 3 years of running [22]. From 
direct reconstruction LEP estimates an uncertainty per experiment of 55 MeV, from 
the excitation curve an uncertainty of 100 MeV, and from the lepton end-point an 
uncertainty of 150 MeV. Combining all four LEP experiments and a lot of optimism 
they estimate the direct reconstruction could give a statistical error of 28 hfeV and a 
systematic error of 24 MeV. One really doesn’t know what systematic problems one 
will run into at these levels at DO and CDF, and the only conclusion I can draw is 
that at least on paper Fermilab and LEP200 are competitive. 

6 wy and Y-y Production 

The production of a heavy vector boson and a photon is of interest because the photon 
can come from the quark, lepton, and boson lines, and all three of these contributions 
to the amplitude are needed for gauge invariance. One is thus testing the couplings 
of the W and the Z to the photon. Figure 22 shows the relevant terms, and defines 
the couplings 6 and X. These are linearly related to the electric and magnetic dipole 
moments and quadrupole moments as shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 23 is a tabulation of the results from the 1988-89 run on Wy and 
Z”y production (analysis of the 1992-93 data is underway). The analysis asks for 
a photon with & > 5 GeV separated in 7 - 4 space from the electrons or muons 
by AR(y, lepton) > 0.7. The process is observed in all four modes, and is consistent 
with predictions[24], albeit with limited statistics. For example, eight events are ob- 
served in the 7 •t W -( ev mode with an estimated background of 3.8 events. The 
net signal of 4.2 f 3.3 is consistent with the prediction of 4.6 -f 0.4 events. Figure 24 
is a summary of the measured values for the parameters and the moments. Figure 25 
shows the contours in the plane of the W magnetic moment versus the quadrupole 
moment derived from this measurement. With the factor of five more data we have 
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accumulated in the run that has just ended the uncertainties will be decreased sig 
nificantly, although this is a measurement that is just entering the era of sufficient 
integrat,ed luminosity to be interesting. 

7 WW and WZ Pair Production 

The production of WW and WZ pairs tests the gauge couplings as well, although 
the cross-sections are smaller, and in the most obvious analyses one pays the price 
for leptonic branching ratios that don’t exist in the Wy and Z”y case. Figure 26 
reproduces a table from Barger et al. [25] that gives the predicted cross-sections 
for boson pair production. Note that the numbers (in pb-‘) are small, and do not 
include branching ratios. However such events are quite striking. Figure 27 shows a 
CDF event with three high-Pt electrons and missing Et. Two of the electrons make 
a system with the invariant, mass of the Z, and the third when combined with the 
missing Et gives the transverse mass of the W. The event is ‘typical’, in that it is the 
only such one we have. We hope for many more in the upcoming runs. 
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The arrows identify tbr cuts uvd to 

select 2 candidates. 
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Fig.7 A table of the ncrept~~~r. efliricwin. 
background. and signal for the \I’ awl 
Z cross-section ratio nwa5llrwwlit in 

the electron modes. 



Top Y”. (CM.? 
Fig.8 The predicted dqxvd~~~cc 14 lllr inwise of 

the branching ratio. 

T(W)/UIl - LY). as a funrtiou of top 

mass. The new pwliwillaq WIIIII~ loam CDF 

are shown. with both the 68% and 95% con- 
fidence limits. The reultilng limit an the the 

top mssss is M,., > 62 (;I I ‘id. ‘Ii’Z C. L.. 
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Fig.9 The W* + p+u trrii~cwrw ntbn.. ~li~fribution 

for centrd rn~m~,s witi) 1~1 > /II (I< 1.1~ and 

Jc, > 20 CCL.. 
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Fig.10 The invariant mass dirtriln~tin~~ for dimuon 

events where both mt,onr hnw,tr > 20 &V/c 
Fig.11 The contributions to the ulwrrtainty for the 

1988-89 analysis and for this prew~t analysis. 

Also shown is A guess for IWIV wII onr could 

do in Run lb. 
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Fig.12 The W transwr~~ IIIA~> cli~lrilmfi~~~~* for a) central (1~1 < 1.0) and b) 

plug electrons (1.1 < I’// < Z.4). 
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Fig.14 a) The charge asymmetry verv~r Irpton rapidity from the central elec- 
tron me~uremmt. the phg 4ect1011 n~easuremcnt. and the ccntrrl muon 

measurement. b) Tbr roml~inrd results of the three mearurementr. 
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Fig.17 The allowed region in the .l/,,..l/w plme assuming the Standard Model, 

after R420] 



E/P 
Fig.18 The 1992.1993 data on E/p. ~.here E is the calorimeter energy and p 

is the track mmnenton~. for electrons from W decay on a) a linear plot, 

and b) a log plot. Thr curve is the prediction of a radiative Monte Carlo. 
Note the good agreement. Tbis is the calibration for the electron io the 

w nlasl rne&s”le”lrnl. 
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Fig.19 The measured 2 mass sprrtrum in dielectron decays. The normalization is de- 

termined from E/p (see Fig, lS).And is absolute. The histogram ia tbe prediction 

of the Monte Carlo. The 2 mass vrves as a check on the normalization, but ir 

not used. 
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Fig.20 An extrapolation of the ~~“rrrtaint!- on the W mass. from the CDF electron, 
muon, and combined a~~aly*r<. wrw* integrated luminosity, (naively) assuming 
tbat the rystemnlir utrwtai”!in cxr”ti”ue scaling with statistics. 
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Fig.22 The definition of the paramrtrrs c and A. and 
the relationship of the tbr W and 2 dipole and 

qurdrupole mOmc”ts to 1hrm. Also given are 

the expected numrricd vahws in the Standard 
MOd.?S. 



Fig,23 A rummary of the ,,t,,,>hw of ~~w~r~iwed and Fig.24 A summar!~ of tlw ~~tea\>awi ,~a~,t,=q and lim. 
expec(ed events fro,,, tl,r l!l\.\-S’) </n!a lor the its on the paamet.~, S atld A I,~,,, 11,~ 19~8.89 
WY and Zp, anal.G.. data. 
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Fig.25 The derived values and limits OH the \V quadrupole 
and dipole moments front the l!)SS-59 data 
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Fig.27 An event with thrw bigll-Pt ek-ctrons and missing Et, Two of the electrons 

make a system with the invarikut nmss of the 2, and the third when combined 

with the missing Et givrs tbr twwvctse nu..w of the W. 


